
Pretty Great Company Finds Greater Success 
With Backbone’s Line Sheet Reports

The Future of Fashion is Digital

Backbone Visual Line Sheet Reports

According to Product Developer, Mary Alayarian, “I was working in three or 
four different apps where I had to update information manually because it 
didn’t link together,” she said. “Backbone makes it so much easier — we 
knew it was going to save us so much time and be more intuitive than what 
we were doing.”

Pretty Great sought greater visibility into product data and utilized 
Backbone’s dynamic Line Sheet Reports to review products by season, 
collection, type, and more.

Backbone PLM is a dynamic, cloud-based product lifecycle management software 

empowering fashion brands to innovate, design, and develop products at digital speed 

while scaling for growth. Built with the designer's creative path in mind, Backbone’s 

intuitive user interface allows team members to communicate effectively, organize 

artboards and product versions, supercharge speed to market, and increase profitability. 

Given Pretty Great’s expansive product catalog, the company knew it needed a solution 

to improve workflows and maintain clarity during product design and development 

stages. 

Whether your passion for outdoor adventure involves exploring the unpatrolled terrain of 

snow-capped mountains, or the industrial jungles that occupy our cityscapes, 

Pretty Great, LLC is a fashion, apparel, and hardgoods brand tailored for extreme sports 

enthusiasts that live to ride. 

Founded on the belief that authenticity is paramount for success, Pretty Great Company 

manages a curated collection of skateboarding and snowsports brands with compelling 

and unique identities. and unique identities. Known for managing product development for Bonfire, Nikita, Slvdr, 

and Sessions, Pretty Great focuses on diverse style offerings, brand messaging, and 

customer service to highlight the distinctive nature of each brand.

Without the proper channels to streamline product data for these brands, teams often resort 

to using scattered spreadsheets and disorganized email threads to consolidate data. 

Thankfully, Backbone PLM’s interconnected product and component libraries store 

dynamically updated data to be reused, edited, or updated without manual development tools.
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Backbone’s Ease of Use

Alayarian went on to discuss Backbone’s Line Sheet Reports, describing 
them as, “The most useful feature of the application.” She continued by 
saying, “It took us so long to make a visual line-plan in Illustrator, so having 
Backbone create it for us is magical. In Backbone, the [Line Sheets] 
information is always connected, so I don’t have to update it every two 
seconds.” 

“It was very easy to navigate the site; it literally took a minute,” Alayarian 
said. “Just like how Apple makes their phones very intuitive [at first glance] 
— you just press a familiar button, and it’s there.”

“Connecting data between multiple products in the Backbone system 
helped consolidate component information across various departments,” 
Alayarian explained. “Sharing these concise reports allows our product 
team to provide stakeholders with the necessary information at the click 
of a button.”

Backbone’s Adobe Integration

In the Backbone platform, teams can create reports and compile product-related data 

to collaborate with internal and external partners.

Backbone’s built-in flexibility and customization enable fashion and apparel brands to 

transfer data from our PLM to almost any other platform you use, including Shopify, 

Adobe Creative Cloud, and others. Best of all, we don’t charge extra for expensive 

integrations, and even non-technical team members can use Backbone’s fashion PLM 

software. 

Backbone’s intuitive interface allowed the Pretty Great team to hit the ground running 

as soon as they migrated into the platform. Alayarian and other product developers 

found success using the Point of Measure Library to populate and store POMs in one 

convenient location. The Blocks Library also helped Pretty Great standardize size 

specifications across core and carryover styles while eliminating duplicative work 

with graded rules and measurements.



Authenticity at its Finest

Backbone supports Pretty Great’s growth through product libraries and 
dynamic Line Sheet Reports, allowing the brand to simplify development 
processes, organize data, and enhance collaboration efforts company-wide. 
Being Pretty Great is more than a name, it is a means of storytelling and a 
commitment to support the growth of these brands and every individual 
that makes them great. 

Pretty Great’s authentic roots are planted in each one of its brands. It’s a dedication to 

creating tried-and-true products that embody the eclectic lifestyle of the great outdoors. 

It’s about hitting the perfect jump, nailing the smoothest rail, and encouraging everyone 

to find something they love doing.

Ready to see 
what Backbone can do for your brand?

Schedule a customized demo today at 

backboneplm.com/demo

https://backboneplm.com/demo



